May 11, 2015

As we had previously announced, Premier Grain, LLC has recently expanded to two new locations,
Bowersville and Leesburg. And now, we have more exciting news! We are also very excited to share with
you two major upgrades to our grain facilities this summer:
*SABINA: Adding an additional leg (10,000 bu per hour), adding an additional receiving pit to that leg, a
new return drag from bins on the east side of concrete silos, new metal floors in metal bins on the east side
of the concrete silos and new unloading augers out of those bins.
This will significantly increase unload times for the customer, increase unload speed out of the bins,
improve bin aeration and reduce damage of grain.
*MELVIN: Adding 2 new towers and rail drag, adding a side draw out of Bin 1 to the small leg, replace the
scale/rail loadout system with a new 40,000 bu per hour scale/rail load out system, replace Jaguar system
with a new one and add a new automated car reader system.
This will give us the opportunity to “high speed load” 90 car trains (in 15 hours), improve our opportunity to
sell grain to more destinations, and create the opportunity to “custom load” trains for other grain companies.
This will allow us to become more competitive in the industry.
We do not anticipate shutting off any inbound grain during these upgrades. If that would happen to
change, we will be sure to update you in a timely manner.
Our team goal is to provide you with facilities that meet the growth of the industry. We believe that this is
essential to the overall success of the producer.
We wish you all a very successful growing season!

Sincerely,
The Premier Grain Team
1-800-521-5600

292 N. Howard St., Sabina, OH 45169
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